Abstract
Introduction
Contributions to public domain initiatives can be very important in aggregation of public knowledge. Some of the public domain resources include ebooks, free music / videos, public forums, free images and public domain encyclopaedias. We can easily identify two types of public domain resources: static resources which do not change with time. Ebooks, music, images can be seen as static whereas public forums and encyclopaedias that changes with time particularly when they are shared using the internet resources are dynamic resources. In this paper, we are interested in dynamic public domain resources. We can identify several examples in this category. wikis, flickr and del.icio.us are well examples of dynamic public resources. Our particular attention is on wikis. The first question that comes to mind is what is wiki? Stafford and Webb defined wiki "as website where users can add, remove, and edit every page using a web browser".
In this study, we see wiki as one of the methods of aggregating public knowledge on the internet. Multiplicity of wikis is not a problem but an indication of its usefulness and popularity. The objective of this paper is to see how contributions in public wikis can be enhanced using an annotation model. Any contributed knowledge will normally attract criticism particularly when it is in public domain We can refer to three scenarios when an individual consults a public domain wikis. (a) He may feels that something is wrong with the content of the information (b) He may feel that the information contain therein is accurate and justifiable (c) He may feel that the information is good but can be improved upon. In the last two situations, the user may decide to improve the quality of information in the system by adding his information to negate or improve what was initially available. The question is, how can he improve the quality of information in a wiki? We can identify three distinctive types of wiki web sites that encourage collaborative writings. The first type can be qualified as public and open wikis. In this case, the participation is open to the public and the subject of discussion is openended e.g. wikipedia.org. The second type are the local wikis that are built around local users on local intranet or web servers that requires personal account on the wiki systems server, example of these includes http://wiki.loria.fr. The third type can be classified as "specific product wikis". In this case, the wikis were initiated to encourage discussions around a product instead of the use of blogs. These discussions can be seen as a kind of feedback on these products. Some of these include, wiki.mozilla.org, VBWiki, FoxWiki, SQLWiki, etc. Some of the inherent benefits of wikis and other public domain resources include:
Ease of public access to information: because domain resources like wikis are directly accessible (for reading and editing) without restraints in form of security and With all these inherent benefits, several problems were identified with this means of knowledge sharing [4] . Some of the basic problems associated with wikis can be summarized as:
The information therein lacks authenticity because they may not necessarily have trade marks in terms of author and other identities to identify information. Sometimes, useful or more authentic information are overwritten by less important or less accurate information. There are no known ways to justify the credibility of authors in wikis. Vadalism: There is the possibility to deliberately delete, change content of information to reduce the quality of information in wiki. Authority: The authority over the contents in wikis is weak. This makes it a sort of public garbage.
A view for wholesome.worthy.wikis
Private wikis or local wikis may not suffer some of the problems enumerated in the previous section because their coverage is local and there acceptability is narrower. For a wiki to be popular, and be more useful, it must cut across wider domain and wider audience. When this happens, the authenticity and the quality becomes a problem. In this case, we advocate some kind of moderation to assure its usefulness. The moderation process can be compared to what the industries called "Quality control". In order to achieve this moderation, we approach the problem based on some propositions from an annotation model called AMIE (Annotation model for information exchange). AMIE was originally conceived for annotation in information research for decision making [10] . The basis of AMIE is the fact properties of document, with properties of an annotation creator in time are sufficient to qualify set of annotation for decision making. In this case, we base our definition on the same premises with that in [10] . It states that "Documents are traces of human activities" [8] . We assume that wikis are traces of human activities. If this is the case, wikis can be considered as documents just as other forms of traditional documents. We base our propositions for improved wikis on the following assumptions:
Readers or writers of wikis are users of wikis. There are no anonymous writers of wikis Wikis are documents with specific parameters Newly created wikis are annotations Wikis are created with reference to time and their creators Annotations have specific characteristics
We will define annotation as "additional explanation to a document section to serve as definitions, examples, references, etc". In essence, annotation is additional information to existing one.
In this case, additions to wikis can be seen as annotation. In the light of previous works done in annotation [1] [2] [3] [10], additions to wikis are annotation to existing document. We also know that existing wikis are the source document necessary in all annotations processes [5] . In our proposition, we encourage that all "proposed new contributions" should be sent to an annotation database for control before it can be added to the information database as indicated in the Figure 2 . Here we use the term "proposed new contributions" to include all possible actions in wikis. Before the sending of "new propositions", the quality of what is send must be determined. In our advancement for quality wikis, some pre-requisites are expected during its creation. These requirements can include (a) a well labelled contribution including specific information relating to the contribution, for example if the contribution is for replacement, edition, or suggestion to remove existing information if the existing information is obviously wrong, obsolete or questionable and (b) the identity of the user/creator.
A synopsis for improvement
The architecture of a system that can improve the quality of information in wiki systems may consist of three groups of processes and three databases. The first group of processes emanates from the user who makes a formal request from a wiki information base. He is interested in a particular kind of information. We are not interested in the method and syntax of his request here. We expected that, a user of any system based on our model should not be anonymous. He is expected to send his users parameters along with his request for information. One of the popular ways of confirming user's information from an information system during information research is through login. Whatever algorithm that may be used in responding to his request is not our concern in this study. We are satisfied with the fact that he can receive specific information from the system. In the normal wiki system, ( Figure  2 ), information received from the system is reprocessed based on the perceptions of the user (addition, correction, edition, deletion or overwrite). In our own proposition, the output of processes from a user is sent to a separator. It is thought that the input from the user is a combination of user's contribution and his identity. The separator separates the user's parameters from the user's contribution. User's contribution is sent to contribution database with all specificities such as (a) what was the original document referenced and the specific suggestions (contribution) from the user (b) date of contribution (c) identity of creator/user.
We can have an automatic system manager or human manager that checks for new submission in the database of contribution. Our objective in this work is not to provide an algorithm for an automatic checking in such system.
What is submitted can be checked based on defined criteria. We had defined document as a trace of human activities, it then implies that these trace must be linked to individuals, time, events and space. Realize that anonymous contributions may not be acceptable. It then means that a complete identity of an author is a requisite in the database of author that is linked to the shared knowledge. The criteria to check may include the author's name and identity. It may also be linked to other databases so evaluate the claims of the author. For example it the author has previous publications related to his contribution. Realize that the author is identified by his affiliation and experiences in the area of his contribution. He may be a regular contributor to the forum therefore his identity is verified from the user database. The system manager may also verify if there are other publications related to the contribution in other databases; in that case other checks may be necessary. The algorithm for checking may be much longer, extensive and comprehensive.
It is after these "checking" that contribution may be added to the information data base. The system manager should also provide ways of reversing a contribution. It should be noted that this control enable the manager to keep record of the evolutions in wikis for possible analysis.
Conclusion and perspective
We have demonstrated the fact that wiki systems, (particularly public wikis) lack quality and authenticity. These problems may be as a result of the fact that information is expected to be accessible as fast as possible. We also enumerated other problems associated with public domain resources and particularly wikis. In other to solve some of these problems, we proposed a model that can be used to add information to wiki systems without necessarily compromising the quality of this information. It is expected that in no distant time, we will be able to implement these propositions.
